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Abstract 

Thi s study investigated the relationship between attitudes towards persons wi th 

di sabilities and the extent of contact with persons with disabilities. The Attitudes Toward 

Disabled Persons (A TDP) (Yuker & Block, 1986) scale was used to measure attitudes. 

The Contact with Disabled Persons (CDP) (Yuker & Hurley, 1987) scale was utilized to 

measure contact. Three hypotheses were formulated . They were: 1) there would be a 

positive correlation between contact with persons with disabilities and attitudes towards 

persons with disabilities. That is, as the extent of contact with disabled persons increases, 

positive attitudes would increase for participants. 2) Special Education teachers would 

score higher on the CDP than APSU participants. 3) Special Education teachers would 

score higher on the ATDP-O than APSU participants. Participants included APSU 

undergraduate students and Special Education Teachers from the Henderson County 

School System in West Tennessee. Results did not show a significant correlation between 

the CDP and the A TDP-O variables. However, when the groups were evaluated 

independently there was a significant positive correlation between the two variables for 

the Special Education teachers. In addition, results of the ANOV A indicated that the 

mean score on the CDP scale was significantly higher for the Special Education teachers 

than the APSU undergraduate participants. However, there was no significant difference 

noted on the mean scores of the ATDP-O scale between the two groups. 
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CHAPTER I 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

According to early, social psychological studies, attitudes included three 

components: Affective (feelings) , Behavioral (actions) and Cognitive (beliefs) 

components. Later studies moved away from this multidimensional view and adopted a 

more basic, unidimensional definition. Attitude is mc,::e recently viewed as a positive or 

negative evaluation of an object (Breckler, 1984; Franzoi, 2000; Schuman, 1995). 

Research in attitudes toward persons with disabilities revealed more negative evaluations 

than positive (Berry & Dalal , 1996; Hahn, 1988; Harper, 1997; Patterson & Witten, 1987; 

Rosenbaum & Katz, 1980; Stovall & Sedlacek. 1983; Yuker, 1986). 

Biases Towards Persons with Disabilities 

Physical disabilities affect men and women in every ethnic group, political 

party, religious affiliation. income level and educational status (Thompson, 1994 ). Given 

the magnitude of this issue, much research has been conducted about disabilities. One 

area which has received extensive attention regarding attitudes towards persons with 

disabilities is the biases towards this group. For instance, as cited in Cahill and Eggleston 

( 1995), Chicago still had "ugly laws'· in as late as 1963 . These laws prohibited the 

"diseased, maimed, mutilated or in any way deformed" (p. 682) persons in public 

settings. Fine and Asch ( 1988) cited a 1986 Superior Court of California decision which 

made it possible for a young woman with cerebral palsy to end her life. Among the 

Supreme Court' s justifications for granting her reque~t was that she was lying helplessly 
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in oed and was unable to care for herself. By this reasoning, they concluded her existence 

could be considered meaningless. The court surmised that her physical condition, which 

they deemed indignant, embarrassing, humiliating ai1d dehumanizing, was justification in 

itself to allow her to relieve herself of the burden of life. They likened her disability to a 

prison in which her mind and spirit were held captive. Penn and Dudley (1980) 

conducted a survey with disabled individuals attending a hioher learnino institution 
t, t, 

concerning the obstacles these individuals felt they faced . They found nearly all responses 

to the survey revolved around quali ty of life issues. In general , persons with disabilities 

were offering suggestions of ways to improve their li [e situation. Persons with disabilities 

disclosed that rather than physical barriers, the most imposing obstac les were the attitudes 

of persons without disabilities. 

Fine and Asch (1 995) admonished past resea.-.::hers in their article, claiming many 

studies had been done to bolster the theoretical implications of social issues. For instance, 

they noted past research in which an able-bodied confe derate initiated social interaction. 

This confederate simulated being a person with a di sabili ty or interacted with participants 

as an able-bodied person. Differences in the interaction were attributed solely to the 

d. b·1· I h the di·sabili tv was treated as the independent vari able. Bv doing 1sa 1 1ty. n t ese cases, . · ~ 

h. h h 1 · d ti at past research has overl ooked the social and psychological t 1s, t e aut ors c aime 1 

· 1 d · 11· · They contended that practical , experimental research constructs mvo ve m t 1s issue. 

should be done with persons with disabilities. 

. . 1 Cah.ll and £ ooleston (1995) examined stigmas that accompany In a review artic e, 1 e,e, 
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phvs ical di sabilities. They intervie d d ·b · · · - we an transcn ed conversations with persons with 

various di sabilities as well as referenced empirical arti"cle o· bl d ft s. 1sa e persons were o en 

viewed as "nonpersons and open persons" (p. 684). The nonperson treatment included 

being ignored at department stores, talked over in restaurants and other public places 

especially when with a walking companion. People without disabilities, who exhibited 

open person treatment, acted as though persons with disabilities in public was in itself a 

miraculous event. People without disabilities seemed to find no problems asking a person 

with a disability personal questions. The same social consideration of privacy boundaries 

afforded to nondisabled persons were not afforded to persons with disabilities. Such 

examples included asking a person in a wheelchair how much his/her chair cost, and 

questions of the same nature. Another aspect of open person treatment, as conveyed by 

persons with disabilities, is the common occurrence of persons without disabilities 

indicating when they have family members with disabilities. Intrusive comments, such as 

"My cousin uses a chair" or "I think you're wonderful" were not solicited by persons with 

disabilities. Such comments invited the response oi· lack thereof to have detrimental 

effects on future relations. Several persons with disabilities were simply embarrassed by 

the attention their non-disabled counterparts gave their disability. Also, several instances 

occurred where the negativity of the interaction was reciprocal. These negative 

experiences felt by both parties could affect future interactions. The authors contend that 

h . h d. b·l·t· d"d not appreciate the often unsolicited help offered, the w en persons wit 1sa 1 1 1es 1 

. h d. b"l"ty 1 ft the experience vowing to never assist a person with a person wit out a 1sa 1 1 e , 
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disability again. In thi s situation, the feelings and pride of both persons could be damaged 

(Cahill & Eggleston, 1995). 

Makas ( 1988) found individuals with and without disabilities varied greatly on the 

opinion as to what did and did not constitute a positive attitude. In fact, she uncovered a 

great chasm as to what composed positive attitudes. Persons with disabilities indicated a 

positive attitude would be one that incorporated equality, not special attention. They 

neither wanted nor needed the special pedestal as dictated for them by persons without 

disabilities. Persons without disabilities indicated a positive attitude would be one giving 

special provisions for those with disabilities. Persons without disabilities also attributed 

virtuous and exceptional sensory characteristics to :udividuals with disabilities. Most 

important to this study was the phenomena of persons without disabilities having 

significantly more negative attitudes when they were trying to "fake it." For example, for 

the purpose of research, they were advised to give the most positive attitude possible. In 

this condition, responses given by persons without disabilities were significantly more 

negative than when they were advised to answer honestly. 

Berry and Dalal ( 1996) defined a positive attitude toward a person with 

disabilities as the belief that persons with a disabilities could be productive members of 

the community. They could and should decide what is good for them, and that it is 

possible for them to lead a normal life. 

d V , s ( 1981) review of literature examining attitudes In Westwood, Vargo, an argo 

• · · 1 ded that past research had demonstrated the towards persons with disab1ht1es, they cone u 



ge neral public 's attitude toward individuals with disabilities tends to be negative. They 

also summarized findings that grouped individuals with disabilities into two categories, 

the "inferior status position" and the "salutory status position" (p. 220). The inferior 

status definition included the negative misconceptions of: viewing persons with 

disabilities as needy, weak participants in society; believing persons with disabilities are 

emotionally insecure; thinking them incapable of handling societal responsibilities; and 

thinking persons with disabilities wish for normalcy. Misconceptions also converged on 

the other end of the spectrum, as was evident in the salutory status position. However, 

where the first set of misconceptions could be viewed as negative, the salutory status 

misconceptions were inordinately positive. For example, misconceptions in this area 

include: persons with disabilities having a higher sensitivity level; persons with 

disabilities being more courageous, kinder, creative and conscientious; and persons with 

disabilities are excessively virtuous and generally better persons. 

5 

Patterson and Witten (1987) encountered many myths associated with persons 

with disabilities. The two receiving the highest _percentages were : people without 

disabilities attributing extra sensory sensitivity to persons with disabilities and the beliefs 

certain tasks and responsibilities were better suited for individuals with particular 

· · Th ' h could benefit from additional research attempting to indicate 1mpa1rments. 1s researc 

Persons without disabilities feel persons with disabilities which tasks and responsibilities 

are more suitable to perform. 

. . . f th literature Livneh (1982) discussed where the In his extensive review o e ' 



nc rJti,·c attitudes toward people w· th d. b·1· · · · · 
- 1 1sa 1 1t1es ongmated. He categonzed the sources 

into t,\'elve different areas. His categorizations included: sociocultural conditioning, 

childhood influences, a psychodynamic perspective, disability as a punishment for sin, 

anxiety-provoking unstructured situations, aesthetic aversion, threats to body image 

integrity, minority group comparability, disability as a reminder of death, prejudice

inviting behaviors, the influence of disability-related factors, demographic variables 

assoc iated with attitudes, and personality variables associated with attitudes. Each 

category had numerous sub-categories that identified examples of each. For example, 

sociocultural conditioning included such sub-categories as: "body beautiful", "body 

whole", "youth", "health", "personal appearance", "athletic prowess", and "wholeness" 

(p. 339). Livneh asserted that these societal standards are highly stressed and become 

cultural customs in which members are to conform. 

In another review article, Hahn (1988) suggested Livneh's twelve categories 

essentially revolved around the concepts of aesthetic anxiety and existential anxiety. 

Aesthetic anx.iety refers to the apprehensions generated by those whose facade differs 

significantly from that of the usual human form. Existential anxiety refers to quality of 

life issues. This anxiety arises due to the fear of a particular disability hampering 

activities deemed necessary for overall life satisfaction (Hahn, l 988). In a review 

·1 db F' d A h (1988) several assumptions concerning disabilities were comp1 e y me an sc , 

li sted, and they all could fall into one of the above mentioned categories. 

. . bl many of the results have been conflicting. Regarding demographic varia es, 

6 
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Females had more positive attitudes toward those wi·th ct · b·1·t· th 1 ct ·d R 1 1sa 1 1 1es ari ma es 1 . esu ts 

also show that attitudes are significaritly more negative in early childhood, adolescence 

and old age. Persons in late childhood arid adulthood harbor more positive attitudes 

towards persons with disabilities. As education levels rose, positive attitudes toward 

persons with disabilities rose as well (Livneh, 1982; Schneider & Anderson, 1980). 

Conversely, Yuker arid Block (1986) state that gender differences results are diminishing. 

Cloerkes ( 1979) refuted the importarice of education arid socioeconomic status, but he 

introduced the concept of attitudes being universal cross-culturally. For instarice, attitudes 

towards persons with disabilities depend greatly on the over-all cultural attitude of 

attitudes towards persons with disabilities arid these views are typically uniform. He also 

reported that the attitudes of the nondisabled towards persons with disabilities are 

rudimentary, consistent, arid uniform. 

Yuker' s (1994) review article on variables impacting attitudes towards persons 

with disabilities would agree with Cloerkes concerning socioeconomic status arid 

education. Yuker stated since educational level arid socioeconomic status are positively 

correlated, attitudes towards persons with disabilities arid socioeconomic status should 

logically be positive as well. However, data regarding this are incongruous. An overall 

theme in Yuker' s review article was that many of the past demographic, personality 

· · tt· g and profession variables all have characteristics, educat10n level, occupat10n se m , 

979) 1 tudied many variables arid found confl icting evidence. Cloerkes ( 1 a so s . 

. . . th . mportance of certain personality variables. He 
contradictory evidence concerning e i 
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c,111cludcd that traits such as dogmatism · · 
, anxiety, intolerance of ambigui ty and ego-

strength did not correlate with attitudes toward · h ct· · · · s persons wit 1sab1httes. In Livneh's 

( 198:2) reviev,: article he examined research concerning the relationship between body and 

self-satisfac tion and positive attitudes He concluded th t · h · · d · a persons wit pos1t1ve an 

confident self-concepts tend to show more positive and e b · tt 't d d h m racing a 1 u es towar s t ose 

with disabilities, whereas persons with lower self-concepts often reject them. Yuk.er 

( 1994) called for the improvement of the methodology used to study attitudes. He also 

stressed the importance of contact and how people without disabilities receive their 

information about persons with disabilities. 

Yuk.er (1988b) reviewed maternal perceptions of their own children with 

disabilities, as well as how the mothers ' perceptions differed from perceptions of others. 

He divulged conflicting findings and concluded by stating that of all variables (such as 

type of disability, behavioral problems, others ' perceptions, expectations, internal or 

external attribution, feelings , or treatment) affecting a mother's perception toward her 

children, the most important seems to be a combination of the interpersonal relationships 

the mother has with her family, her own personal characteristics, and the severity of her 

child 's disability. 

Berry and Dalal ( 1996) examined cross-cultural attitudes. Their study 

d · d b 1· f: d behaviors in Bangladesh Canada, India and Indonesia. encompasse att1tu es, e 1e s an ' 

Th · d d·f:c t vari·ables and examined the measurement instruments ey mcorporate many 1 1eren 

·r:c 'th;n and between cultures but cross-of each. They discovered not only d1 1erences wi • 



culturJI di ffcrcnces as we ll For exampl 
1 

. 
· ' e, extema be liefs were noted in specific regions 

but not in others . No consistencies were t d . h 
no e wit respect to casual, control , or 

responsibility beliefs. Attitudes also varied bet d · · ween an w1thm cultures. 

Other studies, such as Vami and Setoguchi's (1996) . . d . , mvest1gate the percept10n 

of physical disabilities and the psychological factors associated with them. They 

evaluated disabled childrens' perceptions of their "li"mb defi · · " d .:- d h"ld 1c1enc1es an 1oun c 1 ren 

who had higher perceptions of their limb loss were significantly less depressed , less 

anxious, and had higher feelings of self-esteem. 

Contact 

9 

One variable that consistently arises in research, but is now being further 

scrutinized, is the effect of contact on attitudes towards persons with disabilities. In 

Yuker' s ( 1994) review article, he discussed variables that affect attitudes. One of these 

variables was the contact hypothesis. This hypothesis, in essence, stated that the attitudes 

were positive regarding persons with disabilities when the contact involved "equal status, 

cooperative interdependence, support from authority figures, and opportunities for 

individualizing outgroup members" (p. 7). Yuker conveyed the extent and type of contact 

with the individual determined whether attitudes towards persons with disabilities would 

be positive or negative in nature. 

Results varied regarding the attitudes of family members of those with disabilities. 

S h · · 1 t d wi'th regard to members of helping professions. These uc vanat10ns were a so no e 

· · d h th · teracti·on focused on the disability. Even though there was vanat10ns occurre w en em 
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intimate contact. foc using on the disability led to t· · d 
nega 1ve att1tu es (Yuker, 1994). 

Yuker O 988a) also concluded in order for contact with persons with disabilities to 

produce positive attitudes, the characteristics of the persons without disabilities, the 

characteristics of the persons with disabilities and the interaction of the two must be 

considered. The persons with disabilities should be competent and hold information 

considered useful to the others involved in the interaction. Persons with disabilities 

should also have adequate social skills and be able to communicate effectively. Finally, 

individuals with disabilities should be willing to speak about and accept their disability. 

Regarding persons without disabilities, they should not consider a person's disability the 

single most important characteristic about him/her. Able-bodied persons should not view 

persons with disabilities as different, incompetent. inferior, and/or with negative 

characteristics. Persons without disabilities should believe they are capable of dealing 

with disability issues and the person with a disability him/herself. Able-bodied 

individuals should have similar personal characteristics, equal status, and past 

experiences and environments that promote an equal relationship based on positive 

beliefs. Finally, in order for the interaction to be considered positive, it must be mutually 

· 1 d f b fit to both emphasize individuality, and extend over time supportmg, p easant an o ene 1 , 

(Yuker, 1988a). 

Rosenbaum and Katz (1980) elaborated on the complex intermingling of attitudes 

b • fi ula and correlated it with other and contact. They constructed an alge raic arm 

. d lidation for the alaebraic formula and found that 
measurement scales. They d1scovere va e 
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positiYc Jttitudes tend to be situational The t t d • 
· Y s a e a non-disabled person's attitude 

to\rnrd a disab led person in the work environm t • 
en may not carry over mto a familial 

situation. 

According to Fichten Bourdon Amsel and F (1987) . . ' , ox , contact 1s an important 

variable when considering self-efficacy perceptions of non-disabled students and their 

disabled peers. Self-efficacy is the concept of believing in one's abilities to accomplish a 

certain goal or behavior. Results indicated higher social interaction, self-efficacy 

expectations reported by people without disabilities who had previous contact with 

persons in a wheelchair. In their study, these researchers manipulated four categories of 

contact. These categories attempted to measure the degree of contact with persons with 

disabilities. In their discussion, the authors indicated the importance of viewing contact 

more closely and incorporating contact into self-efficacy studies. They advocated a closer 

scrutiny of contact by improving contact measures. 

The importance of contact was evident in Harper's ( 1997) cross-cultural study. He 

researched children's attitudes towards other children with disabilities in Nepal. Able

bodied children were shown pictures of children with disabilities of various severity. The 

children consistently chose the individual with the least amount of impairment as a 

playmate. The importance of contact was evident in Nepal because children with 

· · · 11 d in public or private schools. Contact disabilities, physical or cognitive, were not a owe 

· · · h 1 tt' ng Children indicated a variety of with disabled peers occurred outside the sc oo se 1 · 

H wever in summary the males indicated 
reasons for not choosing a disabled playmate. 0 ' ' 
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3 disbe li ef that a di sab led child could be an ade h • 
quate P ysical playmate. The resistence 

fo r the females was evident against those with f · 1 b • . 
acia a normalities. The children with 

facia l abnormalities were also deemed mentally · fi · Th' 
m enor. 1s research would suggest that 

the non-disabled children associated facial disfigure t · h · men wit mental incompetence. The 

non-disabled children in this study chose obesity over phy · l d .: · · Th s1ca e1orm1ties. e author 

contributed this finding to Nepal being a country where survival is still dependent on 

physical attributes and productivity. 

Berry and Dalal ( 1996) also investigated attitudes and interactions with persons 

with disabilities in a cross-cultural study. All sites varied within cultures as to the extent 

and type of contact they preferred to have with individuals with disabilities, whether it be 

integration, assimilation, segregation, or marginalization. These concepts refer to how 

smaller groups/individuals were viewed in the context of the larger societal group and the 

role these small groups occupied, if any. These concepts were on a continuum where 

integration was the most positive and inclusive, whereas marginalization was the most 

negative and exclusive. One consistent between-group finding , was the two overall 

preferred methods of interaction were assimilation and integration. 

Stovall and Sedlacek (1983) studied attitudes towards two different disabilities. 

· · · · h · l · pairments and individuals in They focused on mdividuals wit severe v1sua im 

· · h t d' b'l 'ties were more comfortable with wheelchairs. They discovered persons wit ou isa 1 1 

. • t· They preferred interactions with the the person in a wheelchair in academic situa 10ns. 

blind individuals in social situations. This indicated persons without disabilities feel 
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comfortable with people with disabilities when a bl . . 
respecta e social distance is kept. They 

stressed the importance of the interaction of contact 1 1 d • . . . 
eve s an s1tuat1ons, with neither one 

having more importance than the other. 

In addition, a study by Fichten, Robillard, Tagalakis, and Amsel (199 l) compared 

the ease in which students with disabilities and able-bodi.ed co t · d · h un erparts mteracte wit 

one another in social situations. They found that in various situations of interaction able-
' 

bodies students exhibited greater anxiety with peers who have disabilities than with peers 

who were able-bodied. egative thoughts were also noted in able-bodied tudent when 

contemplating interactions with persons with disabilities. Participants tended to think of 

the person with a disabili ty in a negative context. HO\\·ever. in ontrast to past re earch. 

they found no differences between disabilities. Thi indicated that able-bodied students 

tended to put persons wi th disabilities under one disability umbrella. Con istent \\ith past 

research. thi s study confirmed students without di abilities experien more train and 

neoat i\'e thouahts in anticipatin social interaction with peer with di abiliti . Their 
b b b 

disabled colleagues, when addressing situations involving abl -bodied pe r . howed ea e 

and thoughts equivalent to able-bodied persons. isually impaired tudents were 

· · h · h h po iti\·e \\ith other \'i ualh· impaired s1gmficantly more at ease and t e1r t oug t more • 

students. Wheelchair users were found to be more at ea e interacting with able-bodied 

1 . ·h elchair users This finding was not peers than interacting with peers who a so \\ ere \\ e · 

. • a · ·rments Indi iduals with these 
evident with students with visual and heannb impai · 

. • 0 with persons with disabilities than able-
impairments were more comfortable mteractmo 



bodied participants . The authors concluded b e h • . 
Y mp asrzmg the need for future research 

into more areas that facilitate changes in attit d (F. h 
u es rc ten et al., 1991). 

The authors noted one of the maJ· or drawb k h . 
ac s to t err study was that the 

interactions presented in this study were hypothetic 1 N d. . . a . o rrect measure of interaction 

and contact was utilized. They noted past research utr·11·2 · 1 mg equa status contact and 

infonnation as attitude changing mechanisms have had limited results. For example, 

Weinberg ( 197 6) found no significance when she researched childrens ' attitudes about 

disabled classmates. She expected to find that children attending school with disabled 

students rated persons with disabilities higher than children who did not. Her results 

indicated no difference between childrens ' rating of disabilities. Children who attended 

school with students with disabilities and children who did not attend school with 
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students with disabilities both rated the pictures of children with disabilities as different. 

She concluded that contact may not have been adequately studied, so she turned 

her attention to a residence hall which housed both non-disabled and disabled students . 

The residence halls offered three levels of contact with persons with disabilities: an 

integrated roommate condition, an integrated dormitory condition, and a segregated 

dormitory condition. Participants were given a 32 item person-descriptive questionnaire. 

They were then asked four follow up, Likert-type items that measured contact. They were 

asked to rate "how often they saw, talked with, interacted socially with' and gave 

,, (W · b O 1976 p 119) Two additional 
assistance to physically disabled people em ere,, ' · · 

. h es ondent had a physically disabled 
questions were added to detennme whether t e r P 
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w(1111111Jtc o r not and whether this part" 1 icu ar roommate companion was by choice. She 

(ound intensificati on of contact did ass· t • d. . . . 
is m immishmg stereotypes held towards persons 

\Vith disabili ti es. After extensive contact · d · • . . . 
, perceive similarities mcreased. However, she 

noted contact less than very intensive had poo · 1· · . . . . 
rer imp icat10ns for dimmishmg perceived 

differences. Stewart (1988) studied how interacting ·th d. bl d wi a isa e person would affect 

non-disabled students ' attitudes. They chose two we· ht t · · 1 · ig rammg c asses and mtroduced a 

disabled peer into one. Results showed non-disabled individuals' attitudes increased 

significantly in the class where the disabled peer was introduced. They concluded by 

advocating structured peer interactions with individuals with disabilities in order to 

facilitate attitude change. 

In her extensive article, Donaldson (1980) reviewed methods of attitude change. 

She noted past studies have had a variety of outcomes. Some have been positive, others 

negative, and others had irreplicable methodology. She examined the various techniques 

effective for change. Results found structured and equal interactions produced positive 

attitudes. In eight of the research articles she reviewed, attitudes changed for the positive. 

This change was attributed to equal status contact. Brief interactions could also promote 

positive attitudes if the interaction dispelled stereotypes rather than cultivating them. She 

suggested unstructured interactions could be fraught with inadvertent stereotypical 

actions on the part of the disabled person. Such stereotypes included actions of 

he! I d h 1 S Agai. n structured interactions were suggested for assisting p essness an ope essnes . , 

in the process of increasing positive attitudes. 
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I imita tions of Previous Studies 

Yuker and Hurley (1987) concluded that past t d. h d ·1· d s u 1es a uti 1ze a contact 

measure explicitly fo r each particular study They stated th tud· 11 d · ese s 1es usua y use a 

si ngle queStion or ambiguous measures and therefore no valid and reliable contact scale 

for persons with disabilities existed. They developed the Contact with Disabled Persons 

Scale (CDP) in order to have a psychometrically adequate measure of contact. In view of 

past research findings, they voiced concern over Donaldson's (1980) article which 

mentions the effect of brief contact. Their study used both the Attitudes Toward Disabled 

Persons Scale (ATDP) scale and the CDP scale with participants. Their participants 

consisted of nurses, persons attending conferences for health care professionals, and 

psychology graduate students. Each participant was given one of the three forms of the 

ATDP scale and the CDP scale to complete. Their results indicated a marginal positive 

correlation. The authors attributed the results to the sample used. Approximately 64% of 

the participants were nurses. Interactions between this particular sample and persons with 

disabilities may have focused on the individual's disability. 

Interestingly enough, past research of this nature has overlooked the educational 

fo rum to the extent they have studied other fields. Research of this nature could 

potentially have a great impact on Special Education with the vast amount of contact 

occurring daily between teachers and children with disabilities. The current study 

attempted to examine the extent of contact more closely. It was hypothesized that: 

1. There would be a positive correlation between contact with persons with 
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disabilities and attitudes towards persons with disabilities. That is , as the extent of contact 

with disabled persons increases, positive attitudes would increase for participants. 

2. Special Education teachers would score higher on the CDP than APSU 

participants. 

3. Special Education teachers would score higher on the A TDP than APSU 

participants. 



Participants 

CHAPTER II 

METHOD 

There were 133 volunteers who participated in the study. However, fo ur 

questionnaire packages were omitted fo r analysis due to miss ing info rmation in the 

ATDP-0 scales. Altogether 129 questionnaire packages were included. Of these, 71 were 

recruited from undergraduate psychology classes on the Austin Peay State University 

campus. The remaining 58 were special education teachers recruited from the Henderson 

County School System in West Tennessee . 

The APSU participant group consisted of I-+ males and 57 fe males. \Vithin this 

group, there were 56 Caucasians, 12 African Americans. two Hispanic Americans. and 

one person omitted this question. 

The Special Education Teacher group consisted of three males and - I fe males . 

Within this group, there vYe re 50 Caucasians. six African Americans. one Hispanic 

American. and one person omitted this question. 

Materi als 

Atti tudes Measure The Attitudes Towards Disabled Persons cale (ADTP) was 

developed by Yuker and Block in 1960 and revised in 1986 (see Appendix B). The A TOP 

· c B d c0 rm o Form O is aenerally preferred due to its has three vers10ns: fo nn A, 1om1 , an 11 · 0 

. h' h h ;ers ranoina fro m + 3 (I a0 ree shorter format. It is a 20-item questionnaire w ic as ansv, 0 0 0 

h) Th II score can range from +60 to -60 . very much) to -3 (I disagree very muc • e overa ~ 
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Hi oher scores reflect accepting positive attitudes whereas lowe fl · · 
::o , r scores re ect reJectmg, 

negative attitudes. The ATDP form O has a test-retest reliability of .83, a split half 

reliability of .80, and an alpha reliability of . 76 (Yuker & Block, 1985). 

Contact Measure The Contact with Disabled Persons Scale (CDP), developed by 

Yuker and Hurley (1987), is also a 20-item questionnaire with a Likert format (see 

Appendix C). The answers range from 1 (never) to 5 (very often). The overall score can 

range from 20 to 100. Reliability for this measure is .87 for split-half estimates, .93 for 

corrected estimates, and .92 for coefficient alpha estimates (Yuker & Hurley, 1987). All 

items are scored in the same fashion . Lower scores indicate less contact whereas higher 

scores indicate a greater extent of contact 

Demographics This is a seven item questionnaire that obtains information 

concerning age, gender, race, leve l of education, major, and other pertinent information 

(see Appendix D). 

Design and Procedure 

Participants were given an Informed Consent Document (see Appendix A) 

f h t d After they signed and returned the explaining their rights and the purpose o t e s u y. 

informed consent form, they were given a packet containing the ADTP, the CDP, and a 

. . ked to complete the measures in the order demographic information form. They were as 

. . were asked to return their completed presented to them in the packet. Participants 

. . . vestioator collected the packets and distributed 
information to the packet. The pnnciple m 0 

APSU participants who qualified to receive 
extra credit at the initial assessment for those 



extra credit, at the discretion of their instructor. All participants followed the same 

procedures. The session took approximately 15 minutes. 
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CHAPTER III 

RESULTS 

Table 1 shows the frequenc d 
y an percentages of participants in different aoe 

. 0 

categones. The majority of the special ed . 
ucatton teachers were between the ages of 36 to 

45 (about 35%). About 61 % of the APSU .. part1c1pants were between the ages of 18-25 . 

Table 1 

Frequency and Percentaoe of Participants' A C . o ge ategones 

AGE (Percentage) 

Participants 18-25 yrs 26-35 yrs 36-45 yrs 46-55 )TS 56 and abo\·e 

Teachers 0 14 (24%) 20 (35%) 16 (28%) 8 ( 13%) 

Students 43 (6 1%) 16 (22%) 10( 14%) - (3%) 0 

Total 43 (6 1 %) 30 (68%) 30 ( 49%) 18 C l%) 8 ( 13%) 

The data for this study were analyzed in different\ ays. First. a Pearson· s 

product-moment correlation coefficient was used to analyze the relationship between the 

contact with persons with disabilities (CDP) scores and the attitudes towards persons with 

disabilities (ATDP-O) scores. The results, as indicated in Table 2, showed no positive 



ctmclation exi sted between the variables Cr = 0. 102, 12 < 0.25). However, fu rther 

conelation analys is on the two groups independently indicated that there was a pos it ive 

conela ti on between the CDP scores and the A TDP-O scores for the special education 

teacher participants ( .!: = 0.238, 12 < 0.05 in one-tailed table). There was no significant 

correlation between the two variables regarding APSU undergraduate participants ( r = 

0.034, 12 < 0.50). 

Table 2 
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Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficient Between CDP and ATDP-O Variables 

of All Participants 

CDP 

ATDP-O 

ote: N = 129, 12 < 0.25 

CDP 

1.000 

0.102 

ATDP-O 

1.000 

d·f-c: nces and standard deviations of the two groups on Table 3 shows the mean 1 iere 

. (ANOV A) indicated that the special the CDP. The results of the Analysis of Vanance 

. . hi her on the CDP variable than the APSU education teachers scored significantly g 

undergraduate participants (see Table 4). 



Table 3 

Mean Differences and Standard Deviations Betw s · 
1 

. 
een pecia Educat10n Teachers and 

APSU Participants on CDP 

Groups 

Special Education Teachers 

APSU Students 

Table 4 

n 

58 

71 

M 

66.43 1 

49.944 

so 

13.3 14 

14.226 

Analysis of Variance Between Special Education Teachers and AP U Participants on 

CDP 

Source 

Group 

Error 

Note. *** 12 < .0001 

ss 

8677.598 

24269.999 

df 

127 

M 

86 .598 

191.1 02 

.E 

H I f th A OVA failed to show a significant difference owever, the resu ts o e 
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between the special education teachers and the AP L" undergradua e psychology 

parti cipants on the ATDP-0 \"ariable [\1 1 = 81.655 \\ : = \. :q re spe i\ely: [ \ \ . \ : , ) = 

0 006. I2 > 0.9-+ 0]. 



CHAPTER IV 

DISCUSSION 

The hypotheses of th is study were that l) th . . 
ere would be a pos1t1ve correlation 

bet\\ een contac t with persons with disabilities and tt · d . 
a itu es towards persons with 

disabil ities . That is, as the extent of contact with disabl d · . . 
e persons mcreases, positive 

attitudes would increase for participants 2) Special Educat' t h ld • 10n eac ers wou score higher 

on the CDP than APSU participants 3) Special Education teachers would score higher on 

the ATDP than APSU participants. 

The results did not show a positive correlation between contact with persons with 

di sabilities and attitudes towards persons with disabilities. This finding supports 

Cloerkes ' (1979) results that attitudes are constant and fixed over time and contact has 

little effect on attitudes. According to Yuker (1988), certain characteristics must be met 

in order for any change of attitude to take place. When the groups were evaluated 

independently, there was a positive correlation between the CDP and the ATDP-O for the 

Special Education teachers. Perhaps this indicates the necessity to consider each group 

individually rather than combining them to determine the relationship between the two 

variables . This suggests that Yuker's aforementioned characteristics may vary from group 

to group. Some group settings may promote the development of these characteristics and 

· h t p and/or population promotes these future research should attempt to determme w a grou 

characteristics under what conditions and why. 
' 

As hypothesized, Special Education teachers did score higher on the CDP scale 
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than did undergraduate participants. The res lt b . . 
u s may e pnmanly attributed to their 

professional status, job description and experience. 

There were no significant mean difference b t h 
s e ween t e two groups regarding 

their scores on the A TDP-O. Althouoh this eviden d 
0 ce oes not support the hypotheses, the 

overall high mean scores of both groups on the ATDP o 1 · d. - sea e m 1cated that they 

reported positive attitudes towards persons with disabilities Th lt · d" . e resu s may m 1cate an 

overall positive shift in attitudes towards persons with disabilities or that participants 

responded in a socially desirable manner towards persons with disabilities. Social 

desirability states that people have the tendency to express their beliefs in an appropriate 

and favorable manner according to socially accepted norms and expectations (Kenrick, 

Neuberg, & Cialdini, 1999). 

Another factor which may have contributed to the non-significant results is the 

speed in which undergraduate participants finished the questionnaires when compared to 

the Special Education group. It was observed that the Special Education group averaged 

10 to 15 minutes . However, the average completion time for the undergraduate group was 

five to seven minutes. Additionally, although the researcher had taken measures to 

prevent overcrowding, several undergraduates brought additional participants with them. 

Therefore, overly crowded room conditions may have affected the speed of participants ' 

· · · hr h h 1 tt scale the ATDP-O may have response rates. Part1c1pants speedmg t oug t e a er , ' 

. d" d th fore may have skewed scores. decreased the accuracy of their rea mg an ere 

h "fi haracteristics between different 
Future studies should focus on t e spec1 ic c 
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~rClups of parti cipants. ln this research , as with past, the group used was undergraduate 

psychology participants. There may be social-cultural factors affecting persons who chose 

this maj or as opposed to individuals who chose another profession. In addition, 

researchers may want to investigate cross-cultural differences in attitudes towards persons 

with disabilities which has not received extensive attention. 
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INFORMED CONSENT DOCUMENT 

You are being asked to participate in th fi ll . 
followi ng docwnent carefully. It contains the ;u 

O 

0~;~~~ re~earch_ stu?Y· Please read the 
to be used. risks/side effects and benefits of your rp . . ~e i~veStigation, the procedures 
happen to the info rmation collected as part of the participhation_ m t~e study, and what will 

. Th. ..- . . . researc proJect m which 
participat111g. is 1orm is intended to provide you 'th . fi . you are 
You may also ask the researchers listed below abou~~ i~ ~rmation about the study. 
of Grants and Sponsored Research, Box 45 17 Austin; s usy or yo~ ma~ call the Office 

" 931) 221 788 · · ' eay tate Uruversity Clarksville TN J 7044, ( - 1, with quest10ns about the rights of h .' . ' researc participants. 

1. The purpose of the study. 

. . . ~his resear_ch is investigating the rel~tionship between contact with persons with 
disabilities and attitudes towards persons with disabilities. 

2. The procedures to be used. What you will be asked to do. 

You will be asked to complete three questionnaires: an Attitudes Toward Disabled 
Persons scale, a Contact with Disabled Persons scale and a demographic information 
sheet. The Attitudes Towards Disabled Persons scale will obtain information regarding 
your beliefs towards persons with disabilities. The Contact with Disabled Persons scale 
will contain questions concerning how often you interact with persons with disabilities. 
The demographic information sheet will contain information regarding your age, gender, 
etc. After you have completed the questionnaires, you will be asked to return them to 
their original packet and return them to the researcher. 

3. Regarding risks and benefits. 

You are being asked to respond as honestly and as accurately as pos_sible to ~ach 
statement on the surveys. Every precaution will be taken to ensure that all mf?rmat10n 
will be kept confidential. There is no deception involved in the study. There is _a 
minimal risk that the infonnation on the assessment may bring about psychological 
distress, however, if you wish at any point to tenninate your participatio_n, you may do so 
with no questions asked. If, during any time of the assessment, you decide to not 
participate, your data will be withdrawn and destroyed. . 

1 
. 

. 11 b t ·butina to science and he pmg 
As a participant in the study, you wi econ n ° . d. b·i· · I 

. d ·th persons with isa i ities. n 
researchers gain insi aht about contact and attitu es wi . . f th 

0 
11 t d nts at the discretion o e 

some cases, extra credit may be rewarded to co ege s u e ' 
professor. 
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t What will happen to the information collected? 

The info nnation collected from you will be d ~ . . 
· d bl . · use 10r purposes of scientific 

Presentat10n an pu 1cation. In any such use of this · -~ . . . 
d Th .d . . . . Imormat10n, your identity will be 

carefully protecte . e 1 entity of md1v1dual participant -11 . 
1 • s w1 never be revealed m any 

Published or ora presentation of the results of the study Th d 
11 . . . · e ata co ected from the 

study will be made public only m summary form (averages) wh· h ak . . . 
· ·d 1 · · , IC m e 1t 1mposs1ble to identi fy ind1v1 ua part1c1pants. 

Please read the statements below. They describe your riohts and •b·i· . 
. . o respons1 1 1ties as 

a participant m this research project. 

1. I have been informed in writing of the procedures to be followed and about any risks 
that may be involved. I have also been told of any benefits that may result from my 
participation. Dr. Fung has offered to answer any further inquiries that I may have 
regarding the research, and he can be contacted Monday thru Friday, by phone at (931) 
22 1-7175. 

2. I understand that I may withdraw from participation at any time during the assessment 
without penalty or prejudice. I understand that any data obtained from me will be 
withdrawn from the study and destroyed, if I withdraw during the assessment period. I 
understand that once my data has been averaged with other participants data, it cannot be 
withdrawn. I also understand that once the results have been published, it is impossible 
for my data to be withdrawn from the analysis . 

3. I realize that by signing this form, I willingly consent to participate in the current 
study. I also acknowledge that I have been given a copy of this form to keep for my 
records. 

Name (Please Print) Date 

Signature 

Witness 
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Appendix B 

Attitudes Towards Disabled Persons Scale: Form-O (ATDP) 
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ATDP-0 

Mark each statement in the left_ margin according to how much you agree or disagree with 
it. Please mark every one. Wnte + l , + 2 , + 3: or -1 , -2, -3 : depending on how you feel in 

each case. 

-
-

+3: 
+2: 
+1: 

l . 

2. 

.., 
). -

- 4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

l 0. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

1-L 

15. 

I AGREE VERY MUCH -1 : I DISAGREE A LITTLE 
I AGREE PRETTY MUCH 
I AGREE A LITTLE 

-2: 
-3: 

I DISAGREE PRETTY MUCH 
I DISAGREE VERY tvl.UC H 

Parents of di sabled children should be less strict than other parents. 

Phys ically disabled persons are just as intelligent as nondisabled ones. 

Disabled people are usually easier to get along with than other people . 

Most di sabled people fee l sorry for themsel\'es. 

Disabled people are the same as anyone else . 

There should not be special schools for di abled per on . 

It would be best fo r disabled per ons to li\'e and work in 

communities. 

It is up to the government to take care of di abled per n . 

Most disabled people worry a gr at deal. 

ial 

Disabled people should not be expe ted to me t th 

nondisabled people. 

ame tan ard 

Disabled people are as happy as no 
ndi ab\ d one . 

et along ,,ith than tho e with 
Severely disabled people are no harder to -

minor disabilities. 
. . ed erson to lead a normal life. 

It is almost impossible for a d1sabl p 

h f om disabled people. 
you should not expect too muc r 

Disabled people tend to keep to 
themsel\'es much of the time. 



16. --
17. --- 18. 

19. -

Disabled people are more easily upset than nondisabled people. 

Disabled persons cannot have a normal social life. 

Most disabled people feel that they are not as good as other people . 

39 

you have to be careful of what you say when you are with disabled people. 

0 Disabled people are often grouchy. 2 . -



Appendix C 

Contact with Disabled Persons Scale (CDP) 
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Contact with n· bl d isa e Persons (CDP) Scale 

p\ease place a number to the left of each stateme t · d' . 
f 

. . n m 1catmg your ans t h . 
Use a number rom l to 5 to md1cate the follow· . 1 _ · wer 

O 

eac question. mg. - never· 2 = 0 .- .., 

· es· 4 = often· 5 = very often ' nee or ~ice; J = a few 
urn , , • 

l. How often have you had a long talk with a h . . -- person w o 1s ph_ s1cally disabled? 

2. How often have you had brief conversations with ·h · --- disabled? persons " o are phys1Cally 

3. How often have you eaten a meal with a person ,,·ho has h · · \ d. b·1 · 0 
__ a p ) 1 a I a 1 1t:· . 

___ 4. How often have you contributed monev to organizations thll help i a n , 

___ 5. How often have physically disabled persons di cu ed their \i\'e or pr \ m with 

you? 

___ 6. How often have you discus ed your life or problem with hy i ally I a le 

person? 

_ __ 7. How often have you tried to help phv icallv di abled e n with their ro lem ' 

_ __ 8. How often have physically di abled per n tried t hel y u with y ur r km ' 

_ __ 9. How often have you w rked with a hy i ally I a k lient. tu nt. r i•nt n 

the job? 

___ I 0. How often have you vvorked vv·ith a phy i ally di a led o-w rk r' 

l l . How often has a disabled friend \'i ited y u in your h me · 
---
_ __ 12. How often have you visited di abled friend in their home ' 

I 
· 

11
, d. abled per n that \'OU lik " 

___ 13. How often ha\'e you met a p 1ys1ca ) 
1 

· 
. 

11 
d' bl d per on that ,·ou dislike" 

_ _ 1-+ . How often have you met a physica Y isa e · 
d . " 

-- 15. How often have you met a disabled person that you a mire . 
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16. How often have you met a disabled person for whom you feel sorrv? -- , 

17 . How often have you been annoyed or disturbed by the beha\'ior of a person 

-- with a disability? 

18 . How often have you been pleased by the beha\'ior of a physically di abled 

-- person? 

I 9. How often have you had pleasant experiences interactin== wi h by ically 

-- disabled persons0 

20. How often have you had unpleasant experience intera ting ,,ith phy i ally 

-- disabled persons? 



Appendix D 

Demographic Infonnation Document 
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Demographic Form 

Please do not indicate any personal identification k 
mar s, numbers, etc. on this form 

Please check appropriate response or fill in blank as needed. 

Age: Below 18 yrs. ( ) 
36-45 yrs. ( ) 

18-25 yrs. ( ) 
46-55 yrs. ( ) 

Gender: Male ( ) Female ( ) 

Race/Ethnicity: ( 
( 

) African American ( 
) Asian ( ) Hispanic 

26-35 yrs. ( ) 
56 and above ( ) 

) Caucasian 
( ) Other: 

44 

-----

Level of Education: 
High School : ( ) College: ( ) Graduate School: ( 

( ) Other: (trade school , etc.) _________________ _ 

Major: __________ _ 

[fa special education teacher, number of years within this occupation: 

( ) 1-5 ( ) 6-10 ( ) 11-15 ( ) 16-20 ( ) 21 -25 

What is your current teaching assignment? _____________ _ 
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VITA 

Dana Beth Johnson was born in Jackson, Tennessee on July 19, 1975. She attended 

H·i1 Hi oh School and graduated in 1993. She attended the University of Tennessee at 
Scotts I o . 

. f rn the fall semester 1993 until the fall semester 1997 . After graduating from UTM in 
\tlarun ro 

ber she was admitted into the School Psychology graduate program at Austin Peay State 
Qecern , 

. si· ry in the spring of 1998. She is currently pursuing a Master of Arts degree in chool 
Un1ver 

I and is expected to oraduate with honors in May of 2000. 
Psycho ogy · 0 
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